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Database Schema
For our data storage, we do not need to use a complex database system; instead we will 
use folders because we do not need to store a lot of information that is needed to run the 
game. Some important information that we need to save are maps for each level and the 
highest level that the user has completed; we will use one folder, called "MAP," to save 
map for all levels and a file to save the highest level the user has completed.

Alternative Design Decisions
Map cells contain vehicles  Map cells don’t contain vehicles, they only keep count on how   
many vehicles are currently in the mapcell.
Alternative: Map cells are just the background and vehicles are objects that can move 
freely from place to place.
Pros: More independence between the MapCell class and Vehicle class.
Cons: Hard to check where the other vehicles are and hard to detect obstacles on the road.
-We chose our decision because when a vehicle enters the next map cell, we can easily 
check whether or not there will be a collision by checking if there is any car that is 
entering that cell. With the alternative design, it will be a lot more code to check.

No traffic light for left turn
Alternative: The traffic lights for left turn are implemented
Pros: Closer to reality
Cons: Too many options for users in each intersection. Users might get tired of putting 
traffic signs in each of the intersection.
-Our design decisions are made based on customers’ satisfaction. We don’t want the 
customers to be bored with a lot of options of traffic signs. With too many options, users 
are most likely not going to use most of them.

Coding Guideline:
We will follow the coding guideline specified in http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-
0008/

http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/


Design Pattern

Sim Traffic uses Decorator as one of our design patterns. The MapCell class makes up 
the intersections and roads in Sim Traffic. However, we also want it to be colorable, 
movable, and clickable by the user. For that reason, the MapCell class extends PGU’s 
gui.Label class. Therefore, when MapCell is still preserving the functionality of 
gui.Label, it has other additional functionalities that are exclusive to SimTraffic. The 
example is given below:

class Label(widget.Widget):

              def __init__(self,value,**params):  
                            …  

              def paint(self,s):  
                            …  

class MapCell(gui.Label): 

              def __init__(self, xpos, ypos, busy=False, start=False, end=False,   
multicars=False, **params):
                            …  

              def getX(self):  
                            …  

              def getY(self):  
                            …  

              def updateCell(self):  
                            …  

def repaint(self):
              …  



Process

Risk Assessment:
Risk Chance of 

Occurrences
Impact Steps to Reduce the Risk Mitigation

Scheduling: 
Unable to meet 
deadline

High High • Better schedule 
organization

• More productive 
meetings

• Reduce 
the final 
features

• Make 
sure that the 
basic features 
are completed

Tech: Lack of 
knowledge / 
experience with 
the tools / 
languages being 
used

Medium Medium • More time to learn 
about the tools / languages

• Use 
other 
framework / 
language that 
this more 
adaptable

Design: 
Diagrams don’t 
work with the 
actual 
implementation

Medium High • Think in lower-
level in the design stage

• Consult 403 staff 
before starting coding

• Redesig
n the system 
architecture

Communication: 
Different 
perception about 
the software 
details among 
developers

High Medium • More detailed 
documentation

• More frequent 
meetings to ensure that 
everyone is on the same 
page

• Unify 
everyone’s 
view about 
that detail and 
fix the code

Requirements:
Clients demand 
more features 
for the final 
release

High High • Regularly 
communicate with clients

• Schedul
e more 
meetings and 
more time for 
developing the 
software

Changes since SRS:
Since we designed the UML diagram, we have more ideas about how the system is going 
to work. Therefore, we take design into consideration for the risk assessment. After more 
meetings, we have encountered a situation where team members have different 
perceptions of some details. So we also included the communication issue as one of the 
risk.



Project Schedule:

# Task/Milestone Est. 
effort

Data 
due

Resource(s) Dep

1 Complete System Architecture 
Diagram

3 hrs 4/20/09 All

2 Complete Class Diagram 5 hrs 4/21/09 Lu Sien, 
Angela, 
Jonathan

3 Complete Seq. Diagram 1 3 hrs 4/23/09 Steven, Lisa
4 Complete Seq. Diagram 2 3 hrs 4/23/09 Steven, Lisa
5 Complete Team Structure 1 hr 4/23/09
6 Complete Outline Project Schedule 1 hr 4/23/09 Lu Sien, Angela
7 Complete Risk Assessment 30 mins 4/23/09 Lu Sien, Angela
8 Create Test Plan 30 mins 4/23/09 Lisa, Steven
9 Create Documentation Plan 30 mins 4/23/09 Jonathan
10 Create Presentation Slides 1 hr 4/23/09 1-9
11 Turn in SDS 10 mins 4/24/09 Angela 1-10
12 Present SDS 10 mins 4/30/09 All 11
13 Set up the dev environment 2 hrs 4/27/09 All
14 Create a skeleton framework 3 days 4/29/09 Jonathan, Lu 

Sien
13

15 Have an automatic build running 
daily

1 day 4/29/09 Lisa, Angela, 
Steven

13

16 Implement Main Menu and other 
states

1 day 4/30/09 Lu Sien 14

17 ZFR Write Up 1 day 5/01/09 All
18 Submit Zero Feature Release 5/01/09 Lisa
19 Set up database for bug reports 1 day 5/05/09 Angela, Lu Sien
20 Implement and test Map Cells 3 days 5/12/09 Angela 14
21 Implement and test Vehicle 3 days 5/12/09 Lisa 14
22 Implement and test Traffic Signs 3 days 5/12/09 Lu Sien 14
23 Implement and test Map 3 days 5/12/09 Jonathan 14
24 Implement and test GUI 3 days 5/12/09
25 Implement and test Game State 3 days 5/12/09 Steven 14
26 Integrate the modules and test the 

use cases
2 days 5/13/09 Steven 19-

23
27 Design maps for levels 1 day 5/13/09 Lu Sien
28 Determine Car Logic Algorithm 1 day 5/13/09 Angela
29 Integrate UI algorithms into the 

system
1 day 5/14/09 Steven, 

Jonathan
25-
27



30 Test 1 day 5/14/09 All 28
31 Create installation package 1 day 5/15/09 Angela
32 Submit Beta Release 5/15/09 Lisa
33 Implement and test save/load 3 hours 5/21/09 Jonathan
34 Implement and test save/load 3 hours 5/21/09 Lu Sien
34 Implement left/right turn logic 1 day 5/21/09 Angela 19-

23, 
28

35 Design more maps for levels 3 hours 5/22/09 Steven
36 Vehicle’s display 5 hours 5/23/09 Lisa
37 Test 2 days 5/26/09 All 20-

36
38 Update SDS 3 hours 5/28/09 Lisa
39 Update SRS 3 hours 5/28/09 Lu Sien
40 Update Design pattern 1 day 5/28/09 Jonathan, 

Steven, Lisa
41 Submit Release Candidate 1 day 5/29/09 All
42 Tests 1 day 6/2/09 All
42 Update SDS 2 hours 6/3/09 Angela, 

Jonathan, Lisa
43 Submit 1.0 Release 1 day 6/3/09 All

Team Structure
Each of our members is assigned to some roles as the following. The reason for choosing 
each role is also listed below each assignment.

Project Manager – Angela
The project manager will have ultimate responsibility for the overall progress of the project. 
This includes making sure the team meets the deadlines and the final product satisfies the 
requirements.

Game Designer – Lu Sien
Game designer is a person who designs gameplay and decide the structures of the game. 
Since our product is a game software, having someone exclusively for designing the 
gameplay is important.



UI Designer – Jonathan
UI designer is responsible for making sure that our UI is user-friendly in order for user to 
continue using our product. 

Lead Developer – Steven
The lead developer will oversee the work done by the developers and is also responsible for 
the underlying architecture of the software.

Lead Tester – Lisa
Lead tester’s responsibility is to coordinate the testers such that testing can be performed 
more efficiently.

Integrators – Everyone
Programmers – Everyone
Testers – Everyone
The roles will differ for different parts of the projects because we only have five members in 
our team and all of us will be programmers, integrators and testers at different stages, and 
each of our members is assigned to a specific leading role and takes responsibility for that 
part of the project. If a disagreement occurs, we will list all the advantages and the 
disadvantages, and then we will make a decision based on those.

Our team will meet twice a week, Monday and Wednesday from 4PM to 6PM. In addition, 
we will meet during weekends if we need more time to communicate. Another way for us to 
communicate is by using the mailing list because it keeps everyone updated. Everyone will 
report their status weekly in shared Google Document so it is easier for the project manager 
to keep track on everyone’s progress and make adjustment on the project schedule.

Test Strategies

1. Unit Test Strategy

Coverage/Purpose
Our unit test will cover functionality of all components that we use. We will use Python 
Unit Test in order to test them from the bottom-up.

Who is responsible for tests?
The author(s) of the class will be the most responsible one(s) since he knows the 
functionality of each method more than the others. However, all team members will also 
participate in testing each component.

Testing frequency
The unit test will be run every time we make a change in a method.

2. System Test Strategy



Coverage/Purpose
We will use black-box and clear-box testing. Our system test is used to make sure that all 
classes are working together properly. Furthermore, we need to do system test to make 
sure that the new added features are working well with the old version of the software.

Who is responsible for tests?
The writer(s) of the class is the most responsible because he knows more about how the 
program should work than other team members. Other team members will also perform 
the system test because each class is related one another.

Testing frequency
The system test will be run every time we develop new features for our software. 
    

3. Usability Test Strategy

Coverage/Purpose
The main purpose of usability test is to get feedback from the users. By reviewing all 
users' feedback, we can know the weakness and robustness of our product. Therefore, we 
can update our software to meet users' satisfaction.

Who is responsible for tests?
We will test our software mostly on users that have little experience in programming so 
we can get feedbacks from users' perspective; the one who will evaluate the feedbacks 
will be all team members. Furthermore, we also need feedbacks from experts' point of 
view. This way we will get feedbacks on how to design our product more efficiently.

Testing frequency
We will start to do this test right after some basic components work and we will perform 
this test frequently until we release the final product.
   

4. Adequacy of Test Strategy
            
We will use the unit test to make sure that each component works properly and thus we 
won't have that many of problems when we do the system test. After doing the unit and 
system tests, we will do the usability test. We will do this frequently to help us find bugs 
and errors as early as possible.
   

5. Bug tracking mechanism and plan of use



We will use Google Spreadsheets to track bugs. For each of founded bugs, we will need 
to file its descriptions, such as the date it is founded, its behavior, how to fix it, and the 
responsible party.

Documentation Plan

End User Documentation

This is a documentation that is addressed for users that do not necessarily have any 
programming background. This documentation will help the users to get used with the 
game interfaces, features, and objectives. In other words, this documentation is about 
how to use the software; it does not reveal any single bit detail about how this game is 
made.

Our main documentation for this purpose will be either HTML or PDF documentation. In 
this documentation, the following details will be included:

    * Installing/Starting up the game
    * Use case scenarios
    * Details on what each GUI component can do
    * Details on what each Graphical component represents

All of the information will be sorted as relevant as possible. To make it easier to view, a 
table of contents will also be included on the documentation. If the number of details for 
the game increases in the future, some index pages will also be included. Therefore, the 
users will be able to find information based on its context/classification or a word that is 
relevant to the needed information.

In order to ensure the quality of the documentation even more, we are also going to 
contact our customers (primarily RobotRock group and CSRocks Inc.) as soon as we 
release the beta version of the game. Therefore, we should be able to make sure that our 
documentation is understandable and relevant for our users.

Specification

This is a documentation that is addressed for users that intend to know what our codes do 
without knowing how our codes work. In other words, based on this specification, the 
users will be able to know the functionality of each class, or at least each module, of our 
game. However, the specification does not specify how those classes/modules function 
the way they do.

The form of this documentation will be pretty much similar to the End-User 
documentation. Basically, this documentation will be the API of our framework.



Implementation Detail

This documentation will explain every single detail on how our codes actually work. In 
other words, this documentation will be our set of codes itself.

We are aware that, users that intend to view the implementation detail are not always the 
ones who intend to know every single calculation and syntax of the code. For example, it 
may be the case that the users only intend to know “what this chunk of codes means to 
be”. Therefore, as we develop the software, we are going to put as many relevant 
comments as possible to our codes. This is done so that the team members (especially the 
ones who are not involved in the chunk of code) can easily understand and debug some 
parts of codes. Also, this is done to ensure the readability of the implementation details.

In conclusion, our implementation detail is intended to fulfill the following criteria:

    * Codes with proper spacing and indentations.
    * Codes with clear and straightforward class, variable, and method names.
    * Codes with duties classified relevantly. For example, calculations that compute 

completely different things will be done on more than one different function.
    * Comments are provided for every class and method, especially classes and methods 

that will be used many times throughout our program.
    * Comments are provided to clearly explain codes/calculations that serve significant 

functionalities.
    * Comments are provided to clearly explain codes that may be too tricky because of 

complex algorithms, calculations, or syntaxes.

Extensions:

Changing traffic patterns (e.g., rush hour)

Components Need to be Changed:
- ,txt files in maps directory  
- gamestate.py  
- const.py  
- vehicle.py  

Details:
In the maps folder, each .txt files need to be changed to take two (or more) maps of the 
same size and same roads but different road conditions, and two numbers for each 



additional map, one for start time, (e.g. start time of rush hour), and the other for the 
interval, (e.g. the length of the rush hour). When parsing the .txt file in gamestate class, a 
mapcell array will be constructed and each mapcell has a field that is a boolean array 
(size of number of traffic patterns) “isbusy,” and a global for index of the isbusy array 
will be initialized and stored in const.py. In the gamestate class (inside of the main loop), 
we need one more timer to keep track of when the traffic patterns change. When it’s time 
to change the pattern, it just needs to change that index in const.py. The isbusy is only 
checked by vehicle.computePath method. It can be referred as isbusy[const.ind]. 
Everytime in the process of changing patterns, gamestate class will create new vehicles 
and computePath for them to enter the map. 
In the maps directory, each lvl#.txt files need to be changed in order to take two (or 
more) maps of the same size and same roads but different road conditions, and two 
numbers for each additional map, one for start time, (e.g. start time of rush hour), and the 
other for the interval, (e.g. the length of the rush hour). When the lvl#.txt file is parsed in 
the GameState class, an array of MapCell will be constructed, and each MapCell will 
have a busy field. This field was previously a single Boolean field representing the 
condition of the roads. This field will be changed to an array of Booleans representing the 
condition of the roads of each different traffic pattern. We will have a global variable in 
const.py that represents the current pattern (name it pattern). The paths of the 
Vehicles will also be done similarly. After the MapCells are all ready, we will compute 
the paths of the Vehicles. Each Vehicle will have a list of paths with length equal to the 
number of patterns. Therefore, each Vehicle will have a path for each pattern. At the first 
time, the map should be repainted based on the first pattern (can be referred by 
busy[const.pattern] ), and the cars should also operate based on the first pattern 
(can be reffered by pathList[const.pattern]).

When the pattern is changed, the const.pattern will be changed. The graphics of 
the Map should be repainted based on the new pattern (busy[const.pattern]). 
We do not change the path of the Vehicles immediately. Instead, everytime a Vehicle 
reaches the end of its path, we update the path to the new path based on the current 
pattern. We can add this to the resetVehicle function.

Ability to record playthroughs 

Files to be Changed/Created:
• GameState.py  :   additional timer  ;     recording   cars’   data  
• Block.py  :   recording   the events and their details   everytime the associated functions are   

called)
• SimulationState.py: a new state that works almost like GameState except that the user   

will not be able to interact with the game’s components. Instead, all the controls of the 
game are based on a new file in which the play through was previously recorded.

• Record.xml: a file in which the information/data of the play through is saved.  

We will divide this into 2 parts:
• Recording the play through  



• Replaying the play through  

Recording the play through
The basic idea is, as long as the cars in the GameState’s list of cars have the same paths 
and orders as before, and the traffic configurations are done in exactly at the same time as 
before, the flow of the game will always be the same because there are no other factors 
affecting the game (dialogs seemingly makes the simulation halts, but they actually do 
not; the simulation still goes on).
Therefore, we basically want to “log” the game. This should work similarly as the 
LogWindow. Assume that we will log the data for the play through in an XML file:

• We basically want to record the data of the map itself. Since we can obtain all the basic   
data just based on the level, we can just do this as the root tag:

<game level=”2”>

      .

      .

</game>

• When we finish computing the paths for all cars, we can store the information about the   
cars as follows:

<cars quantity=”30”> 

      <car>

            <path>11,0</path>

            <path>11,1</path>

            <path>11,2</path>

            .

            .

            .

            <path>22,12</path>

            </car>
            <car>
                  ….
            </car>
            .
            .
      </cars>

The order of the tags for cars and paths should be based on the order of the cars in 
GameState’s list of cars and the paths in each of the car’s path field.

• Every time the user puts/reconfigures a traffic sign, we store these kinds of information   
to the file:



<event action=”2stop” time=”1054” cell=”11,10” direction=”1”></event>

<event action=”light” time=”1341” cell=”22,10” direction=”1”>10,5</event>

<event action=”remove” time=”2195” cell=”11,10” direction=””></event>

Action attribute represents the associated functions such as as updateBlock, 
add2StopSigns, add4StopSigns, and removeSigns.  The time attribute should be in 
milliseconds and this can be obtained by adding another timer (just like the timer field in 
GameState, except that this new timer cannot be interfered unless the game stops) and 
saving the value of the timer when the associated functions are called. The cell attribute 
represents cell’s coordinate (index in the list). The direction attribute represents 
whether the traffic sign is set horizontally or vertically (basically equivalent to the 
parameter direction in the associated functions). The child “10,5” in the second event 
tag represents time interval for the traffic light.

Replaying the play through
• Based on the level attribute of the game, we can parse the file normally just like the real   

game situation.

• We do not need the computePath anymore, we will just make cars in GameState (or   
maybe another class representing replay) and assign the paths to the cars as specified in 
the file.

• We will have a new timer (name it timer) and store the time attribute of the first event   
tag of the file somewhere else in a single variable (name it next). The timer will start 
counting the time as soon as the replay starts (just like the timer in GameState). 
Everytime timer exceeds next, we call the associated function in the event tag. We may 
do something like this to do that (say we use etree class and the first event tag and its 
attributes have been assigned to a variable):

If (actionAttrib == “2stop”):

      
cells[cellAttrib[0],cellAttrib[1]].block.add2StopSigns(directionAttrib)

elif (actionAttrib == “light”):

      .

      .

After the associated function is called, we move to the next event tag and assign the 



new time for next, along with the attributes. Then, we repeat the same procedure. 

• If the file does not have the event tag anymore, do not assign any variable anymore. We   
can even stop the timer, and just wait until the simulation ends.

XML processing can be done by using the built-in xml.etree.ElementTree (the one that 
is used to process the log.xml/init.xml file). If desired, we can also use other built-in XML 
parser like xml.dom. 

Summary
Basically, the idea behind this is to let an “automatic user”/bot plays the game. The 
actions of the “automatic user” are just based on the play through logging file. The only 
things that will be recorded during the real user game situation are just the 
computePath results and the user actions. Therefore, the user’s gaming experience will 
not be tainted by any significant background process.


